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Book On How To Never Lose Your Voice Becomes Amazon Bestseller

Vocal Health Expert Katti Power Shares Her Secret To Unlimited Vocal Health™

Las Vegas, NV (December 14, 2021) – In her second book, Never Lose Your Voice Again: The

SECRET To Unlimited Vocal Health™ for Singers, Actors, and Speakers, vocal health expert 

Katti Power teaches her three-step patent-pending vocal method, Unlimited Vocal Health™ 

which shows singers, actors, and speakers how to prevent vocal health issues from ever 

happening again. Her book launched on Amazon on December 1, 2021, and became a #1 

international bestseller in nine of 12 categories, including top categories Music and Theater, 

the same day.

"You've likely been lead to believe that losing your voice is normal, natural, or inevitable, but 

I've devoted my life to helping people discover otherwise," said Ms. Power. "Despite what 

medical professionals, vocal pedagogues, and other highly-degreed voice experts may say 

to the contrary, the evidence I've gained over two decades of work in this area has proven 

that voice loss ISN'T inevitable. It's preventable."

In 1999, Ms. Power suffered severe voice loss while working as the lead singer on a cruise 

ship. She healed from this devastating event by resting and researching. That research led 

to what she later formalized into her Unlimited Vocal Health™ method. Since then, Ms. 

Power has not only never lost her voice again, but 100% of her clients (which include world 

champion karaoke singers, recording artists, and Broadway actors) in over two decades 

haven't lost their voices either. With personal stories and actionable exercises, Ms. Power 

teaches readers to sing with seemingly superhuman abilities.



In Never Lose Your Voice Again: The SECRET To Unlimited Vocal Health™ for Singers, Actors, 

and Speakers, readers will become equipped with the technique for preventing voice loss 

for good. "I hope to open people's eyes to see what's possible – to see opportunity instead 

of limitation. The only way to change the belief system of the performance industry about 

vocal health is to stop the spread of the myths, lies, and bad information and to educate as

many performers and coaches as possible about the truth," said Ms. Power.

Her e-book is available to purchase on Amazon and at www.neverloseyourvoice.com.

About Katti Power

Katti Power is a two-time world champion vocal coach, vocal health expert, speaker, and 

author of the international bestselling book, Turns Out I’m HOT After All: How I Got My 

POWER Back After a Breakup (and how you can, too, no matter what’s happened in your 

life). She helps singers, actors, and speakers book roles and gigs, win competitions, 

overcome stage fright, and find a unique style that’s all their own, all without ever 

experiencing voice loss. She’s also the Founder of the POWER Academy of Master Coaches 

where she trains and certifies vocal coaches to teach her vocal method to clients of their 

own. She has been a sought-after judge for regional, national, and international talent 

competitions. She does the bulk of her coaching online from her home in Las Vegas, NV.

Learn more at www.singwithoutlimits.com and at www.kattipower.com.
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